
  

The best festivals in Russia, Autumn 2017



Food festivals



Street Food Weekend — 2017
Where: Kaliningrad oblast
When: 1 sep  - 3 sep

Street Food Weekend is held in Kaliningrad yearly. 
For three days the island of Kant gathers dozens of 
street food projects from Russia, the Baltic States 
and central Europe. The island becomes the center 
of gravity of street food fans and gourmets from all 
over Russia and near abroad. The organizers 
carefully select participants of the festival, giving 
preference to unique and original dishes and 
cuisines.



Festival «МедовухаFest»
Where:Vladimir oblast 
When: 8 sep — 9 sep

Festival «МедовухаFest» is a splendid mead, tens of street 
versions of the best fine dining restaurants of russian 
cuisine, lots of good music, entertainments and thousand 
of pleasant people. The event will be interesting for a great 
range of guests who will be able to discover the a new 
Suzdal. One can surely: taste and purchase products on the 
fairs, take part in numerous workshops, select the best 
mead and enjoy music.Only in these 3 days here are the 
most interesting events! A rousing show-programme will 
leave noone bored so that the visitors would like to come 
back the next day to feel once again a part of good mood 
and gastronomical adventure celebration.



"The Pozharsky in Torzhok ..."
Where:  Tver Oblast
When: 15 sep — 16 sep

“…dine at Pozharsky in Torzhok,
Try fried cutlets
And set out with a light mood”
Alexander Pushkin, 1826

Gastronomic Festival "The Pozharsky in Torzhok ..." is a holiday of Russian 
cuisine and hospitality! Every year they choose the best Pozharsky Cutlet! 
This year cooks from all over different cities in Russia will compete. Ten 
interactive platforms will be open for the gests of any age. Cooks amateurs 
will offer their specialties on site "Restaurant Day of National Cuisine" - 
Karelian, Russian, Soviet and other cuisines



Astrakhan watermelon festival
Where: Astrakhan Oblast
When: 17 sep

One of the most colourful and «delicious» celebrations which unite cool 
generations and peoples. The festival programme involves contests: «The 
sweetest water-melon», «The sweetest melon», «The biggest pumpkin», Thematic 
contest of «Water-melon outfit». Bartenders' contest will show the tastiest non-
alcoholic drink based on water-melon juice. The most spectacular sight is a 
carving competition (art carving on melons). Water-melon speed-eating contest 
and sports games will be held for the littlest sweet toothes. Water-melon theme 
also concerns performances of artists and collectives , but the main peculiarity 
of this celebration is mass sell-out of melon-field and vegetable products of our 
region that is from the very morning one can choose the best on a big ground 
new the central Astrakhan stadium.



International Gourmet Festival in Veliky Novgorod
Where: Novgorod Oblast
When:  7 oct — 12 nov

Every autumn different cultures, traditions and tastes meet in the ancient Novgorod land! Gourmet Festival 
Veliky Novgorod is the largest culinary event of the year and fully present to the residents and guests of the 
city all the achievements of the Novgorod hospitality industry in the development of authentic local cuisine and 
"tasty tourism" since the main theme of the upcoming event is Novgorod Cuisine.



Festivals of culture and art



Pacific Meridian
Where: Primorsky Krai
When: 9 sep — 15 sep

«Pacific Meridian» - the only Russian film festival, which focuses on the cinema of the Asia-Pacific 
countries. For 13 years Film Festival supports the positive development of local, national and Asian 
cinema, forming a stable bond between them. Actively participating in the development of cultural 
exchange, the festival brings together more than 60 countries in Southeast Asia, North and South 
America.



Flahertiana
Where:  Perm Krai
When: 15 sep — 21 sep

Flahertiana is a pioneer of Perm festival movement and is 
greatly appreciated among judges of documentary films 
from the Perm krai, Russia and foreign counties. The festival 
competition program includes documentaries that develop 
the cinematography aesthetics first introduced by Robert 
Flaherty in his masterpiece "Nanook of the North". The main 
principle of such films is portraying the protagonist's real 
life on film and structuring it on the screen according to the 
laws of dramaturgy. The main methods are long-term 
observation and habitual camera.



"The Green Noise"
Where: Ivanovo Oblast
When: 18 sep — 01 oct

A kind of creative laboratory of painters traditionally takes place in the reserved areas of Plyos. 
This year painters from the Netherlands and Russia take part in the project. Based on the results 
of the plein air the exhibition of landscape painting will be organized. The international plein air 
"The Green Noise" contributes to the cultural exchange, integration of Russian art into 
international cultural context, enhancement of the region artistic life, development of event 
tourism both in Plyos and Ivanovo region in general.



Tourist Event Festival "The Antonovka Apples"
Where: Lipetsk Oblast
When: 23 sep — 24 sep

The festival “Antonovka apples” is focused on the life and works of the great Russian writer, Nobel Prize winner Ivan Bunin. 
Coming in Yelets, you finds yourself in the times of the late XIX – early XX centuries. 
Visiting Yelets these days, everyone can find himself in the times of the late XIX – early XX centuries. The exciting action will 
take place in the City Park, in the Ivan Bunin literary-memorial museum, on the Gorky and Communards streets in the authentic 
scenery of the ancient city, where the main character will be Bunin himself.



The National Day of Yesenin’s Poetry
Where: Ryazan Oblast
When: 30 sep

An important poetic holiday coinciding with the birthday of S.A. Yesenin 
is held at the end of September in the poet’s native village of 
Konstantinovo. Admirers and connoisseurs of Yesenin’s poetry from all 
over the world come to the village. They recite poems and sing songs 
set to words of the great poet.



VIII All-Russian Maxim Gorky Theatre Festival
Where: Nizhny Novgorod  Oblast
When: 16 oct — 25 oct

The festival is held every other year. This year the program will consist only of plays by Maxim 
Gorky in honor of the 150th anniversary of his birth. The festival will take place in several 
locations in Nizhny Novgorod. Russian and European theatres will take part in the event.



«The Boldino Autumn»
Where: Nizhny Novgorod Oblast
When: 16 nov - 26 nov

The first festival was held in 1986, and it has become an annual event since 
1988. Today, «The Boldino Autumn» festival is the only festival of opera and 
ballet art in the world dedicated to Pushkin A.S. Each year the festival invites 
conductors and composers, choreographers and opera and ballet artists, 
directors, musicologists, theater critics, and journalists, that is, all those 
who refers to Pushkin in their work. Guests from Moscow, St. Petersburg, 
Minsk, Kiev, Kazan, Riga, Lviv, Saratov, Samara, Ekaterinburg, Perm, 
Krasnoyarsk, Ufa, Chelyabinsk, Perm, Syktyvkar, and Odessa have taken part 
in «The Boldino Autumn». The performers from Spain, the USA, Poland, 
Germany, Japan, Argentina, Yugoslavia, Macedonia, Italy, Czech Republic, 
Montenegro, Poland have also come here.



Festivals



Water Assembly
Where: Kaliningrad Oblast
When: 10 sep 

On September 9 the Museum of the World Ocean invites guests to the annual water festival “Water Assembly”.

Main events in frame of the festival are: an opening ceremony of the festival and the parade of historical 
vessels. On the same day the Vityaz Mile rowing regatta, a show of the hitorical fleet of the museum in the 
Pregel River waterbasin, and rewarding of winners of the Vityaz Mile sailing regatta (which would be held 
earlier) will take place. Visitors can enjoy concerts, buy unique sea souvenirs, try street food, and admire 
collections devoted to the World Ocean research.



"Kulikovo Field"
Where: Tula Oblast
When: 14 sep — 17 sep

The International military and historical festival 
"Kulikovo Field" is held annually since 1997 on the 
eve of the celebration of the anniversary of the 
Battle by Kulikovo on the banks of the river Don. The 
festival itinerary includes the historical fencing 
tournament, the tournament of archers, contests of 
historical reproduction of armours and costumes, 
buhurts, equestrian tournament, historical fair. In 
the days of the festival the guests of Kulikovo field 
have excellent opportunity to immerse themselves 
in the epoch of the Middle Ages.



International Festival «Jazz Province»
Where: Voronezh Oblast
When: 1 nov -  5 nov

The XXII International Festival «Jazz Province» will be held in 
Voronezh in November 2017. It is the only Russian mobile jazz 
festival that involves both the legendary jazz masters and 
impressive young musicians of different cities and 
countries.

In 2016 – 55 performers from 12 countries visited Voronezh. 
Among them there were the legend of the American jazz – 
Scott Henderson Trio, a talented Norwegian saxophonist – 
Håkon Kornstad, a unique musician of the world class – Oleg 
Akkuratov, performers of the modern European jazz from 
Switzerland – Bloom Effect, and other famous jazz 
musicians.



Itelmen ritual celebration "Alhalalalay"
Where: Kamchatka Krai
When: 9 sep

"Alhalalalay" is the ancient ritual Itelmen calendar holiday that marks the completion of the economy cycle. The basis and the meaning of the holiday 
actions is made by eternal gratitude to nature. Creative and educational activities take place during the ritual celebration: concerts, contests, round table 
discussions, conferences, exhibitions-fairs, master classes. That truly exciting dance and sporting show for several years is organized as the part of 
"Alhalalalay". Not only competitors from Kamchatka, yet dancers from other regions of Russia and even foreign countries, neighbouring and far away, 
take part in it.
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